Catch KAVITA PARMAR online for The Backstage kick-off event on Thursday, April 11th from 6-7 PM CET!


Register Now!
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WE DEVELOP, NURTURE, AND DEPLOY THE POWER OF HUMAN CREATIVITY TO SHAPE A MORE SUSTAINABLE, MORE JUST, AND MORE BEAUTIFUL WORLD
Through innovative programs and high-impact research, we prepare future leaders and expand knowledge in the creative industries.

In this inaugural lecture, our Dean, David Goodman, explored the contributions of creative industries to a more sustainable, just, and beautiful world. The event commenced at IE Tower, where he presented his vision for the future and outlined the central challenges ahead. Subsequently, a TownHall discussion was conducted at Segovia campus. Watch the video below to gain valuable insights from this significant event for our school.








"TO DO: ON CREATIVITY, CRAFT AND LOSING CONTROL"_Inaugural Lecture
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A COMMUNITY OF TALENT
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STUDENT PROJECTS 


Student projects at the school are varied, from designing a masterplan to regenerate a site to inventing an app or branding a country. These experiences prepare students for the real world of work, instilling in them the skills and determination they need to anticipate their future employers’ needs.

Whether taking part in a bachelor’s or master’s degree, everyone has the opportunity to participate in meaningful, career-boosting projects. This means that regardless of a student’s chosen path, there is a major practical element to each IE student’s training.










INTERESTED IN CHATTING WITH STUDENTS OR STAFF?
Our students and staff are always available to share their experiences and help resolve any doubts you might have.


Chat Directly with Students or Staff
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RE SOLUTION SERIES OFFICIAL LAUNCH: A CONVERSATION WITH CITY LEADERS WHO MADE A CHANGE

Discover more 








[image: Scroll right for a sneak peak of our school]
David Goodman, incoming Dean of the School of Architecture and Design, presents his vision and central challenges in the inaugural lecture "TO DO."
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Master's students visit 'MADRID NUEVO NORTE,' Spain's capital biggest urban transformation project, a key development in Europe.
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innixAR: IE University and Princeton University use AI + AR to build a vaulted pavilion in Spain
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IE School of Architecture and Design names Ben van Berkel Thesis Chair for MArch and establishes UNStudio Merit Scholarship.
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FRAME Magazine partners with the school's Diploma in Strategic Interior Design to enhance design's impact on people, society, cities, organizations, and businesses.
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Bachelor In Design Learning by Doing Exhibition showcases students' projects with immense pride, highlighting their positive impact.
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Our MBArch students in Amsterdam experience an immersive week, visiting internationally renowned architectural practices like OMA, MVRDV, UNStudio, Mecanoo, and more.
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Exploring the exchange of local building techniques, through innovative technologies








[image: Scroll right for a sneak peak of our school]
Our students take the lead in discussing immersive environments at South Summit.
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Celebrating the graduation of our first cohort of the Global Master in Real Estate Development 








[image: Scroll right for a sneak peak of our school]
Dean at Pontificia Universidad Javeriana in Bogotá signs partnership with IE School of Architecture and Design, enabling Javeriana grads' access to the IE Master of Architecture.
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[image: Scroll right for a sneak peak of our school]
IE University students collaborate with luxury brand Longchamp in the practical course "Communicating through objects," across various bachelor's degree programs.
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[image: Scroll right for a sneak peak of our school]
Dean David Goodman engages in a lively round table discussion on architecture pedagogy and virtual environments at the Quito Panamerican Architecture Biennial








[image: Scroll right for a sneak peak of our school]
A significant milestone this year with the launch of our new Bachelor in Urban Studies, featuring a panel of experts discussing ways to enhance urban environments and create positive global impact through career opportunities.
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IE University, a world leader in educational innovation, embraces immersive education methodologies by providing VR and AR headsets to all students.
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"Brow for Materials and Application Bachelor in Design" showcases a seed-spreading pollen diffuser created by combining a hair straightener and a blender with a wooden structure, aiding environmental conservation.
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Why studying in Madrid is beneficial

Madrid offers the perfect blend of traditional culture, a fast-growing economy, professional opportunities and fun. Study in a city full of possibilities, ideal for any ambitious professional.


Discover Madrid
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Discover where Segovia can take you

Traditional culture, small-town charm and natural landscapes—studying in Segovia is an immersive Spanish experience. Escape the big city and study in a World Heritage Site.


Discover Segovia
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Insights is IE University’s thought leadership publication for sharing knowledge on management, technology and innovation. We bring fresh ideas from research-based analysis, practitioners and world-leading experts.
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Video

How Russia Weaponizes Soft Power
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Video

How Sleep Can Transform Society

Personal Development
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Article

Elizabeth II: Four Lessons in Life and Leadership

Leadership
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IE - REINVENTING HIGHER EDUCATION
IE Business School
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